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In the field of conversion rate
optimization, it’s important to back up
actions with careful testing, statistics,
and nuanced data analysis.

Session Recording is a useful feature that allows you to
review and replay the visitor journey. Experiencing the
website through their eyes can help you to see where key
connections are taking place. Naturally, this kind of qualitative
insight is invaluable when making important decisions about
site UX or design. It can also help you understand where users

However, that’s not to say there isn’t also an element of

are encountering bugs or bottlenecks.

psychology involved.
Depending on the site, this could mean you have a lot of
Analyzing user behavior, such as clicks or conversions, can go

recordings to review. That’s why we wanted to make the

a little of the way to understanding the subjective experience

sorting process as straightforward as possible. You can play,

of a site. But as well as knowing what these behaviors are,

filter, tag, flag, rank, download, and more, with options to

and even monitoring how much they happen, a fundamental

target recording towards certain interactions or event triggers.

question remains: why?

Perhaps most importantly, it’s private, with sensitive user
data such as phone numbers or card details automatically

Why, for instance, do some users seem to drop off at a

obfuscated.

particular stage in the conversion funnel? Or, why are they
navigating certain pages in certain ways?

Observe via Session Recording, explore site changes with
A/B or multivariate tests, and monitor the results with

These are the sorts of questions probed by the subjects of

straightforward data analytics. Together, these can make

the following featured case studies. With AB Tasty’s Session

a powerful package, and are all easily actioned within our

Recording tools, clients are given the ability to work towards

conversion rate optimization suite.

a better understanding of user experience, and indeed, user
behavior.

Read on to discover how three of our clients learned to
enhance user experience using this clever tool.

1.

CLIENT
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Modz.fr
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Spotting site bugs

Ever enter a bricks-and-mortar store and want to leave

When they occur at a time that is already prone to user drop

immediately due to a hectic layout or floor clutter? This same

off, such as during the checkout process, the consequences

sense of frustration can translate to online experience, where

can be even more pronounced.

a user may be encountering sticking points in the conversion
funnel.

An issue with an authentication widget meant this crucial
conversion process was being made much more difficult for

These sorts of bottlenecks aren’t always limited to layout and

repeat users. When trying to login with their details via a link

site aesthetics. They can also crop up through bugs or issues

at the top of the page, the pop-in was not loading properly.

with site code, which aren’t immediately apparent (although

These kinds of issues don’t always get reported and can go

the knock-on effects can be!).

unnoticed by webmasters or site admins. But by monitoring
users’ checkout process via the AB Tasty Session Recording

For an online retailer, such as French clothing company Modz,

suite, Modz could see just where things were going wrong.

these sorts of issues can be critical for conversions.

Then, they could take the necessary steps to rectify those
errors.

The takeaway
Don’t just leave it down to the developers to recognize issues with site code, widgets
or scripts. If there are pages in your website with a noticeable user drop off, it may be
time to explore the reasons why. Identify those sticking points and review the path
your user is taking. With session recording, you can target certain pages, explore
personalized events, and filter accordingly.

2.
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Exploring how to simplify
the user journey

Most consumers want to be clued in on the best deals. A

These are the sorts of extras that need to be clearly explained

range of price comparison websites have sprung up to cater

and presented, as well as positioned at different price points.

to this demographic, but the search process itself isn’t always

Unfortunately, this had the effect of causing the page to be

straightforward.

quite lengthy.

After all, the best deal for one user may just come down to

Why was this a problem? With the original layout, checkout

finding the cheapest price. But to another, it may mean a

totals were positioned at the top of the page. This was a

package that is comprehensive and brimming with features

seemingly innocuous design choice, but Session Recording

or perks. This is the kind of market where functionality is key

revealed that it meant users were repeatedly scrolling up and

to enhancing user experience. However, that’s not to say you

down the page. It became clear that they were wanting to

can’t streamline the conversion process.

doublecheck what these extras would mean for their overall
price tag.

For BDV.fr, a flight comparison website based in France, one
area of earning potential was actioned towards the end of

The remedy for this was to make the shopping basket total

the conversion funnel. This was a lengthy page that afforded

sticky to scroll. Combining this with A/B testing, BDV could

several options for add-ons, such as travel insurance.

stay informed of the impact this change would have on
conversions. Suffice to say, effects were positive!

The takeaway
Sticky scrolls are an easy way to keep content moving and important info accessible.
When a conversion process involves a lot of choices, it’s important to keep users informed at every stage. And don’t forget, even seemingly minor tweaks to UX can still
be tested before they are rolled out live.

3.
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Identifying sticking points
and issues with UX

Hunting for a job these days can be a bit of a job itself. That’s

For job search engine and CV profiling site Jobijoba, replaying

why many of us now opt to have a search engine do the hard

user sessions brought to light an issue with a certain search

work – allowing us to filter available positions speedily and

filter. On their custom profile pages, users were invited to

efficiently. Some job search providers have taken this a step

search jobs by selecting certain skills or relevant interests.

further, encouraging users also to create profiles and upload

However, reviewing user sessions revealed that this function

their CVs. This can be a great way to streamline the process,

wasn’t always working entirely as it should.

but only if the forms, fields, and interfaces operate entirely as
Watching the playback of these sort of encounters can easily

they should.

highlight problem areas for users. When a feature doesn’t
Session Recording isn’t just a useful tool for identifying ways

work properly, a natural reaction is to try it again. And again.

to optimize for conversions. It can also be used to recognize

And maybe one more time. In such a time-imperative market

where to enhance user experience, and if there are any unusual

such as job hunting, the sense of frustration is palpable. These

site errors presenting a problem for visitors.

sorts of errors aren’t always going to get reported, and they
can leave a negative impression that lasts long after a page is
closed.

The takeaway
Seemingly minor issues or details can sometimes present big problems for users.
Quirky functions and search filters are meant to make an arduous process relatively
painless – but only when they work properly! Configure your recordings to follow
users on key pages and identify where any sticking points may be occurring.
Sometimes it only takes a simple modification to ensure users become unstuck.
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Start discovering your
own eureka moments
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AB Tasty is an all-inclusive tool for website and conversion rate
optimization, personalization, user engagement, and A/B and MVT
testing. We serve as your digital lab, equipped with all the tools you
need to create quick experiments that will help you better understand
your users and customer journeys. We help you make fast, data-driven
decisions that don’t require technical resources.
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